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Adam Robinson

Thank you for everything. You've been my favorite
teacher and mentor as I've chosen a musical career.

Mick McCarthy-Napoli

Adriana Hackett

Mrs. Hackett is a very special teacher and person because
she truly cares about her students and she loves animals.

Olivia Martin

Adriana Hackett

Thank you for being such a great second grade teacher.
Our daughter has learned so much from you this year.

The Soisson Family

Aimee Mack

Thank you for your support throughout the last 4 years
of French and help for Jordan.

The Moore Family

Alex Boianghu

You have played a major role in organizing the student
tutorial programs - many thanks!

The Rockholz Family

Allison Fitzpatrick

Thank you for being so available and caring to our
children!

The Loranger Family

Aimee Mack

You have inspired and encouraged our son to continue
with French studies - which he now loves!

The Rockholz Family

Amy Plourde

Thanks for making your class enjoyable to be in.

Erin Murphy

Andrea Woronick

Thank you for being such a consistent, powerful, and
loving force in all of our children's lives!

Colette Sturm

Andrew Hill

A gifted educator with a remarkable ability to make math
interesting to even the most math-phobic student.

Bill Gross

Andrew Hill

Thank you for being a great inspiration both in and out
of the classroom. Your enthusiasm is contagious!

The Koh Family

Andrew Hill

Thank you for your dedication to the IT R&D Program.
Jordan thoroughly enjoyed it.

The Moore Family

Andrew Hill

You go beyond reasonable expectations working with the
award winning ITRD technology class.

The Rockholz Family

Angela Haselwood

Thank you for your continuing support and especially
for ensuring that James settled into American life.

The Futter Family

Anthony Bivona

The best Superintendent Brookfield has ever had. Always
exceeds our expectations!

Alaina Katz

Barbara Crocitto

Thank you for everything - again! The school and our
family is lucky to have you.

Linda Connolly

Barry Huber

Your role-modeling and guidance will long be
remembered in our son, William's, academic future.

Laura & Darin Lonergan

Barry Huber

Thank you for your inexhaustible commitment to the
Science Fair and your students.

The Berner Family

Beth Nanna

With appreciation for your knowledge and years of
devotion to our children. Thank you for being there.

Kimberly Trotta
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Beth O'Connor

Thank you for all you do every day to watch over and
care for our children.

Suzanne Kappel

Betheney Norton

Your passion sparks interest and fun for your students as
they learn about themselves.

Laura & Darin Lonergan

Betheney Norton

Thank you for coordinating the 'Education Connection
Program'. It was a lot of fun!

Ali McDonald

Bill Diamantis

You make the lessons interesting.

Renee Chan

Bob

Thanks for always getting me to school and back home
safely!

Samantha and Alexa Engler

Bob

Bob is the 'Best' bus driver ever because he cares about
the safety of his kids and he's funny and nice!

The Martin Family

Bob Drysdale

Thank you for your dedication to the youth of
Brookfield. No matter what season it is- you are a
fantastic coach!

The Joshi Family

Bob Westmark

Bob has committed countless hours to Brookfield
football over the years. My son has learned the game, as
well as how hard work pays off.

The DeCosta Family

Brenna Sullivan

Thank you for being such a wonderful first grade teacher!
We appreciate all that you do for your students!

The Davidson Family

Brian Reiff

Your enthusiasm is contagious! Thanks for an amazing
season!!! These are the memories that will last a lifetime.

The Magin Family

Brian Rinelli

Thank you for involving and helping James settle in the
community and mature with self-confidence.

The Futter Family

Bridget Kahn

It takes a village…Special thanks to you for helping
Sierra and other students reach their potential.

Perrotti/Papucci family

Carol Schaab

Thank you!

Anonymous

Carol Schaab

Thank you for your inexhaustible commitment to your
students. You demand the best from your students and
you are the perfect combination of stern and gentle
teacher.

The Berner Family

Chelsey L. Gonzalez

At only 16 Chelsey has demonstrated her capacity to
convey complex subject matter to young students making
topics appealing and fun.

Karl Gonzalez

Chrissy

Thank you for being such a great bus driver and for
getting our children to and from school safely. We will
miss you next year!

The Davidson Family

Claude Wallace

Mr. Wallace is an inspirational teacher who pours his
heart into fostering learning in and out of the classroom.

Anthony Contarino
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Colby Fitzgerald

Your classes are always full of energy.

Renee Chan

Dana Cook

You are a teacher who is helpful to everyone.

Ryan Murphy

Dave Fredette

You are a great coach-thank you for taking your time to
coach my team!

Abby McGrade

David Ifkovic

It takes a village…Special thanks to you for helping
Sierra and other students reach their potential.

Perrotti/Papucci family

David Keefe

Your support has been instrumental to the success of the
Brookfield Life Skills Program.

Martin Settle

Deane Renda

Thank you for believing in me, Mr. Renda. I won't let
you down.

Jesse Bartko

Deanne Pettricione

Deanne loves all her students as if they were her own
daughters. Her dedication shines through in their
performances.

The DeCosta Family

Debbie Berman

Thank you for all the work you have done with my
daughter, Alyssa. Your attentiveness and patience are
greatly appreciated.

Zully DiLascio

Debbie Farias

Thanks for teaching us that learning is a group effort.
We are so proud of being part of "Team Farias"

"Team Farias" 1st Grade Class
c/o Jennifer Landesbaum

Debbie Helming

Thank you for all of the hard work and dedication you
give to HHES. You are committed to HHES running as
smoothly and safely as possible.

The Berner Family

Deborah Farias

We appreciate you taking the time and effort to help Jojo
with his writing skills in third grade.

Maria Abraham

Dennis Petrino

Mr. Petrino, the BEST science teacher on the face of the
Earth.

Anastasia Kavanagh

Donna Didsbury

Thank you for your time and dedication which has
benefited the lives of countless students.

Anthony and Beth Contarino

Dottie Miles

Thank you for starting such an amazing program for
Brookfield children!

Carol Dores

Dottie Miles

Thank you for the Hand-in-Hand Program. Students
not only get to improve their reading skills…they have
fun doing it!

Ellen Koh

Dr. Meyer Glaser

Thank you!

Leisa Vladimiroff

Dr. Sharon Beitel

We miss you! Thank you for helping me with my
bullying problems - Love, Alexa. Thanks for being a great
principal - Love, Samantha.

Samantha and Alexa Engler

Elaine Gregory

Thanks for continuing to be a friend to all the girls in
Brookfield.

Samantha and Alexa Engler
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Elaine Krause

It takes a village…Special thanks to you for helping
Sierra and other students reach their potential.

Perrotti/Papucci family

Elisabeth Walker

You are the best sub ever!

Holly Tomaino

Erica Rogan

Thank you for all your hard work and dedication!

The Eddy Family

Gary Cassels

You were an AWESOME gym teacher and I love gym
because of you!

Olivia Davidson

Gene Newell

My son has developed a deep appreciation for literature many thanks for being so inspirational.

The Rockholz Family

Geoff Schenker

You have great vocabulary games.

Renee Chan

Greg Gubitosi

Mr. Gubitosi not only is a great history teacher, making
it come alive, but he is a great role model!

Stephanie Hunt

Heather Berner

Thank you for your dedication to Huck's Paw Patch and
the Junior Gardeners Club and for volunteering so much
of your time to teach kids how to grow their own food!

Jen Tomaino

James Wright

You have a passion for making history relevant to each
individual student through examples, games and stories.

Bill Gross

James Wright

It takes a village…Special thanks to you for helping
Sierra and other students reach their potential.

Perrotti/Papucci family

Jared Sheikh

Thanks for all you have done for me.

Josh Dores

Jason Distasio

A brilliant teacher, thank you for all the encouragement
you gave James.

The Futter Family

Jean Hirschauer

Jean is a Brookfield treasure! She has enriched the lives of
so many children.

Maria and Jeremy Siegel

Jen Calise

You are an awesome gym teacher!

Holly Tomaino

Jennifer Pink

Thanks for helping me get ready for 4th grade.

Alexa Engler

Jennifer Pink

Thanks for a FANTASTIC year!!! We LOVE Mrs. Pink!

Class of 2010

Jennifer Pink

Mrs. Pink has been the best teacher I've ever had.

Elizabeth Rudinskaya

Jennifer Pink

Mrs. Pink is an organized, thorough teacher. We are so
happy that our daughter has been in her class.

Jen and Rick Falci

Jennifer Ryan

Thank you for all the support you provided to my son
Rohan.

Ramana Sakamuri

Jill Nelson

Joe is having an oustanding academic year no doubt due
to Jill Nelson's patience, perseverance and enthusiasm for
teaching.

Pamela Brown
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Jillian Fuller

Thank you for all the hard work you put in to make the
class enjoyable and fun to learn.

Erin Murphy

Jim Fitzpatrick

You are very positive, directive and an encouraging
tennis coach. We appreciate your hard work!

The Rockholz Family

Jim Pomponio

You always make sure that everyone understands the
lessons.

Renee Chan

Joan Sabatino

Thank you!

Leisa Vladimiroff

Joann Anderson

Thanks for being a great bus driver and for all of the
treats for the kids and their dogs!

Carly Consalvo

Jody Kear

Thank you for everything you have done for our
daughter this year.

The Soisson Family

John Fabbri

Mr. Fabbri has taught me all year and has stayed calm no
matter what my class does and with his help I've learned
division.

Camryn Schilling and Family

John Fabbri

Thank you for your inexhaustible commitment to your
students and the calm, gentle but strict way that you
conjue the best from each of them.

The Berner Family

John LaMendola

Thank you for helping James to find his voice and grow
in self-confidence.

The Futter Family

Jon Reinhardt

Mr. Reinhardt is a wonderful mentor and teacher. He
has helped my daughter develop a love for math.

Diezemann Family

Jon Reinhardt

When you have a problem- MATH COUNTS
GOLDEN KNIGHTS RULE!

The Lennon Family

Jorja Bishop

Thank you for all of your efforts and dedication, we are
truly appreciative!

The Rutkis Family

Joy Alessandro
Greenstein
Joy Sheeran

Thank you for making learning so much fun!

The Eddy Family

Thanks for all you have done for me.

Josh Dores

Judy Williams

Thank you for all the support you provided to my son
Rohan.

Ramana Sakamuri

Jules Scheithe

Welcome to our school! Thanks for all of your hard
work.

Anonymous

Julie Scheithe

Thank you for all of the hard work and dedication you
give to HHES and to all of the students. You are
committed to HHES running as smoothly and safely as
possible while making it the best possible learning
environment given its resources.

The Berner Family

Julie Vaughan

Thank you!

Leisa Vladimiroff
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Karin Prizio

Karin's devotion to the well-being of the children, her
healthcare knowledge and kind and gentle nature
combine to make her the perfect school nurse for HHES.

The Berener Family

Kathy Morey

Thank you for all your hard work and for going above
and beyond! You've made the girl scout experience
wonderful!

The Morin Family

Katie Zezza

You are the best teacher. Thank you for helping me
everyday!

Kate McGrade

Katie Zezza

Our most sincere thanks to the always fantastic,
enthusiastic, organized, helpful, genuine, hard working,
compassionate, approachable, involved teacher we have
ever met!

McDowell family

Katie Zezza

Thank you for your dedication to teaching and the
students of Brookfield.

The Kaalman Family

Katie Zezza

Thank you for making our introduction to the
Brookfield Schools so wonderful-6 years later!

The Loranger Family

Katie Zezza

Thank you for teaching me SO MUCH everyday. I am
lucky to have you as my teacher!

Lance Loewengart

Kelli Mohan

Thank you for all the support and guidance you provide
for the Brookfield Key Club.

Blake Bartko

Kim Hammer

Kim is an amazing teacher who makes the first school
experience easy for the students and parents.

Adriana Palumbo

Kim Hammer

Thank you for the support you give to our son.

Jule and Justin Calemnio

Kim Hammer

Thank you for every thing you have made for Tainah!

Tainah F. Da Silvo

Kim Tolle

Mrs. Tolle demands academic excellence and has truly
prepared for 5th grade! I adore her!

Connor Dubiel

Kim Tolle

Kim is a dedicated and fun teacher. My daughter has
learned, grown and had a wonderful year.

Dawn DeCosta

Laura Lynch

Thank you for being such a wonderful teacher. Gavin has
had a great year with you!

The Cardita Family

Laurie Lazorchak

It takes a village…Special thanks to you for helping
Sierra and other students reach their potential.

Perrotti/Papucci family

Laurie Stubbs

Thanks for still being one of my best teachers!

Alexa Engler

Laurie Stubbs

Thank you for creating a creative learning environment
for your students!

Reich Family

Lee Morgan

You always inspire me to put my heart into work and do
my best.

Carly Wallin
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Lee Morgan

Mrs. Morgan builds a wonderful sense of community
among her students. She is a terrific teacher!

Maria and Jeremy Siegel

Leona Nessel

Thank you for all of the hard work and dedication you
give to HHES. You are committed to HHES running as
smoothly and safely as possible.

The Berner Family

Linda Lanchak

Thank you for encouraging creativity and spending the
extra time to ensure 6th grade is unforgettable. Thank
you for all you do!

Reich Family

Linda Lanchak

Linda is a "true" teacher. She has shown an extraordinary
interest in the development of my daughter.

Diezemann Family

Linda Lanchak

You are an incredibly talented and beloved teacher.
You've inspired Devan to reach new heights in literacy.
Thanks for a great year!

The Joshi Family

Linda Tyrell

Thank you!

Leisa Vladimiroff

Lucy LaPointe

Thank you for your commitment and for enriching our
son, William's, early educational years!

Laura & Darin Lonergan

Lucy Sullivan

Thank you for coming up with innovative ideas making
7th grade literacy fun!

Ali McDonald

Lynn Orzolek

Thank you for teaching me all about music. I smile when
I'm singing your songs!

Lance Loewengart

Lynn Orzolek

The 1st grade concert was so awesome! Our son loves
music special again and we loved hearing him sing.

Nicholas Schilling and Family

Lynn Orzolek

Christopher says you're AWESOME and we agree! The
Holiday Concert was amazing! Thanks for fostering a
love of music and creativity!

The Brooks Family

Lynne Covill

It's been such a joy watching Christopher learn, grow,
develop in your class this year. Thank you for
EVERYTHING!

The Brooks Family

Marcia Bartow

Words cannot express our gratitude and appreciation. It's
been 3 exciting years! Thank you for caring so much.

The Loranger Family

Margaret Chayka

Thanks for all you have done for me.

Josh Dores

Margaret Fitzgerald

Thank you for inspiring me in music! I love learning to
play the trumpet!

Kyle Sanborn

Margaret Fitzgerald

Thank you for your inexhaustible commitment to the
HHES band and for making sure that any and every
student who wants to play an instrument can and will!
Let's Go Band!

The Berner Family
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Mariellen Carr

With gratitude for your dedication and commitment to
teaching and reaching the students who needed you
most.

Kimberly Trotta

Mark Jewett

Thank you for helping me become a better math student.

Ali McDonald

Mark Jewett

Mr. Jewett is the best teacher ever! He always takes time
to help you, no matter how long it takes.

Grace Alvarez

Mark Jewett

Your guidance has had an important impact on our
daughter, Caroline's, self-confidence and success in her
math education.

Laura & Darin Lonergan

Mark Jewett

Thank you for helping me gain in my ability and
confidence while fostering a love of math.

Megan Contarino

Mark Vaghi

Thanks for being a great and unforgettable teacher!

Tommy Consalvo

Mark Vaghi

Thank you for making science fun and being the best
homeroom teacher I had!

Austin Krainz

Martin Settle

You are great!

Chris McCarroll

Martin Settle

You are a true educator with a heart of gold! You always
go above and beyond what is necessary. Thank you.

Linda Porto/Thomas
McCarroll

Mary Rose Dymond

Welcome to our school! Thanks for all of your hard
work.

Anonymous

Mary Rose Dymond

Thank you for all of the hard work and dedication you
give to HHES and to all of the students. You are
committed to HHES running as smoothly and safely as
possible while making it the best possible learning
environment given its resources.

The Berner Family

Maryellen Carr

It takes a village…Special thanks to you for helping
Sierra and other students reach their potential.

Perrotti/Papucci family

Matt Spies

Thank you for your dedication and patience while you
tutored Calculus!

The Moore Family

Maureen Fitzpatrick

Thank you for making the library so warm and ind
inviting. You've helped instill the love of reading-a
lifelong gift.

Brian Villanueva

Maureen Fitzpatrick

Thank you for your inexhaustible commitment to
helping every student at HHES become more proficient
readers and computer users. Listening ot her elad a
classroom during a project is a delight. She is the perfect
librarian for HHES!

The Berner Family

Megan Tembeck

You were an AWESOME first grade teacher and I will
never forget you!

Olivia Davidson
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Meghan Stabile

It takes a village…Special thanks to you for helping
Sierra and other students reach their potential.

Perrotti/Papucci family

Meredith McGlynn

Thank you for your inexhaustible commitment to
HHES Earth Day, the Green Team, your students and
to helping them all learn how to live green.

The Berner Family

Meredith McGlynn

Thank you for your dedication to teaching and the
students of Brookfield.

The Kaalman Family

Meyer Glaser

Thank you for your time, dedication, humor and
support, we are truly greatful for all your efforts!

The Rutkis Family

Michael Kickaro

Michael goes above and beyond the call of duty when it
comes to being a great model and teacher.

Stacey Snyder

Michael Smith

You are the best social studies teacher ever. You have
high expectations, rigorous standards and a deep personal
commitment to your students.

The Rockholz Family

Mike Zandri

Mr. Zandri has helped me be the preson I am and a
black belt too! Thank you!

Josh Frias

Monica Walsh

Monica's devotion to the well-being of the children, her
healthcare knowledge and kind and gentle nature
combine to make her the perfect school nurse for HHES.

The Berener Family

Mrs. Kaswer

Thank you so much for your help! I have really enjoyed
our time together and I have learned a lot.

Sierra Jade Metviner & the
Metviner Family

Nancy D'Amora

You make science easy to understand.

Renee Chan

Nancy Power

Thank you for being such a great teacher and a very kind
person!

Pamela Paduano

Nancy Sommerfeld

Thank you for being so kind and loving to me all the
time. You are wonderful!

Lance Loewengart

Neal Adams

Mr.Adams is a kind, encouraging, inspiring piano
teacher who instructs children and parents alike. Just ask
Mom and daughter!

Arlan and Stuart Bussel

Norma Plue

Thank you for such a great year! Ben is loving it and we
love how excited he is to learn and how great he is doing
in your class.

The Loranger Family

Norma Plue

Thank you for being such a great second grade teacher.
Our daughter has learned so much from you this year.

The Soisson Family

Norma Plue

You are the best teacher I have ever had.

Tye Sylvia

Olivia Quinsland

For deeply caring and always sharing, we thank you.
Your dedication and devotion are so very much
appreciated.

Olivia DeStefano
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Olivia Quinsland

Thank you for being a great teacher and making learning
fun! You inspired me to become the best I can be!

Rory Leicht

Pam Carlson

Miss Pam' is the best bus driver ever and always gets me
home safely! Thank you!

Josh Frias

Pam Carlson

Thank you for being such a wonderful and caring bus
driver!

The Melnick Family

Pamela Rogalin

For the education you give our kids in the classroom, and
more importantly, out of the classroom. PB&J
THANKS.

The Lennon Family

Pamela Rogalin

Thank you for teaching me so many new and valuable
skills! I know so much more now!

Verity Sturm

Pamela Rogalin

Mrs. Rogalin is an inspiring and dedicated educator,
going above and beyond for her students in many ways.
Thank you!

The Brown Family

Patrick Queenan

Thank you for being my coach and for teaching me
about soccer-you are awesome!

Clare McGrade

Patty Zelle

Thank you for making the library so warm and ind
inviting. You've helped instill the love of reading-a
lifelong gift.

Brian Villanueva

Patty Zelle

Thank you for your inexhaustible commitment to the
HHES library and to all of the students who enter it.
You are the perfect compliment to Ms. Fitzpatrick.

The Berner Family

Paulette Calderone

In sincere appreciation for Mrs. Calderone's dedication,
professionalism and willingnesws to cultivate and foster
each child's unique gifts.

Zane and Tracy Zumbahlen

Peter Kalichman

We are very appreciative of your clear, patient and logical
teaching methods!

The Rockholz Family

Rachel Agati

For encouraging, inspiring, and mentoring students in
Fine Arts above and beyond the call of duty.

Jim Conant and Kathy
Creighton

Rachel Agati

Thanks for all you have done for me.

Josh Dores

Rachel Agati

Thank you for supporting James in his study of ceramics.

The Futter Family

Reesa St. George

Thank you!

Leisa Vladimiroff

Reesa St. George

Thank you for your inspiration, dedication, and
creativity, you are a wonderful teacher!

The Rutkis Family

Rich Luczak

Rich is a compassionate, patient, inspiring, and flexible
drum teacher with as much heart as he has talent.

Arlan and Stuart Bussel

Richard Hunyadi

Great teacher and mentor. He really cares. Mr. Hunyadi
is a great guy and very supportive.

Dan Costello
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Robert Zapor

Mr. Zapor is always excited to teach and help his
students.

Billy Hunt

Robert Zapor

Mr. Zapor shares extensive knowledge across the
disciplines as both a considerate teacher and a dedicated
mentor.

Anthony Contarino

Robyn Brady

Ms. Brady is very nice but we still get work done in class
in a pleasurable way.

Stephen Kawulicz

Robyn Brady

Thanks you so much for making this class so creative and
fun! And you are not a bad artist!

Verity Sturm

Rocco

You are the best bus driver.

Tye Sylvia

Rudy Chiti

Thanks for being such a great teacher! You made 4th
grade my favorite year of school!

Emma Davidson

Rudy Chiti

The maple syrup was awesome!

Holly Tomaino

Rudy Chiti

Mr. Chiti is the best teacher in the world and has helped
me to be a better student! Thank you!

Josh Frias

Rudy Chiti

Thank you for your inexhaustible commitment to Chess
Club, the Maple Syrup Club, the Clearwater Trip and all
of his students.

The Berner Family

Sandy Phlomm

Thank you for all of the hard work and dedication you
give to HHES. You are committed to HHES running as
smoothly and safely as possible.

The Berner Family

Sara Laughlin

Thanks for making Markus' year so special! He has
learned so much this year. Thanks for all you do!

Andrea & Robert Paltauf

Sarah Settani

Thank you for your inexhaustible commitment to
HHES Earth Day, the Green Team, your students and
to helping them all learn how to live green.

The Berner Family

Sarah Settanni

You are one of the best teachers ever!

Holly Tomaino

Scott Droukas

Thank you for your dedication to the youth of
Brookfield. The time and positive approach you give
BBSA and the Bandits is appreciated!

The Joshi Family

Scott Zucca

You exhibit strong courage and leadership and are willing
to take risks and provide exceptional effort for his
students.

Nick Anaya

Scott Zucca

It takes a village…Special thanks to you for helping
Sierra and other students reach their potential.

Perrotti/Papucci family

Sharon Kilcourse

I look forward to your class when I come to school.
You're an AWESOME teacher, and you really, really
rule!

Alex DeStefano
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Sharon Santi

Mrs. Santi has enriched the lives of hundreds of
Brookfield students. She's an integral part of the entire
Brookfield Community.

CES Colleagues

Sharon Santi

Thank you for the way you so diligently, calmly and
gentlycares for the library and each student who enters it
and for all of the work you do for the Birthday Book
program. You are the perfect librarian for Center School!

The Berner Family

Shawn Knapp

My special teacher: a priceless gift to education and
someone I will never forget!

Matthew DeStefano

Shawn Knapp

Thank you for making learning fun.

The Carrozza Family

Shawn Knapp

Mrs.Knapp has been a powerful presence in my
daughters Kindergarten experience. She has been patient,
kind, and a great motivator! Thank you!

The Feeney Family

Stacy Connors

Thank you for your dedication to Huck's Paw Patch and
the Junior Gardeners Club and for volunteering so much
of your time to teach kids how to grow their own food!

Jen Tomaino

Stephania Naiman

Thanks for still being one of my best teachers!

Samantha and Alexa Engler

Stephanie Vivas

You are super dedicated and hard working. Thanks for
your help and guidance.

The Rockholz Family

Steven Jacob

Thank you for brightening our mornings with laughter
and keeping our children safe.

Suzanne Kappel

Susan Borelli

You are very responsive to students needs and show
leadership and courage for students.

Nick Anaya

Susan Budris

Thank you for all of your support and guidance, we truly
appreciate your dedication!

The Rutkis Family

Susan Ludwig

Thank you for your dedication to Huck's Paw Patch and
the Junior Gardeners Club and for volunteering so much
of your time to teach kids how to grow their own food!

Jen Tomaino

Susan Meadows

Thank you for encouraging and supporting creativity.
You're making a difference in our son's experience at
Huckleberry!

Reich Family

Susan Smith

It takes a village…Special thanks to you for helping
Sierra and other students reach their potential.

Perrotti/Papucci family

Susan Troupe

Thank you for providing so many creative programs to
link school education to real world experiences and
opportunities.

The Koh Family

Susan Troupe

Thanks for creating so many exciting and meaningful
opportunities for Brookfield students

The Rockholz Family
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Susan Troupe

Thank you for providing countless opportunities to
better the careers of students.

Anthony and Beth Contarino

Teri Chiafari

Thanks for realizing I was a good kid!

Alexa Engler

Tim Howe

Thank you for coaching my team-you are a great coach!

Abby McGrade

Tim Riddle

"You always give from the heart."

Diane Pasheluk

Tom Holton

Thank you for your dedication and an amazing season!

The Magin Family

Toni Sullivan

Thank you for a wonderful kindergarten experience for
all 3 of my children. What a great start you've given
them!

Linda Connolly

Tony Corden

Thank you for teaching Austin wonderful learning skills
that he has transferred to his other classes.

The Krainz Family

Tony Corden

Thank you so much for being such a great teacher and
caring so much about the children.

The Loranger Family

Tony Corden

Mr. Corden has been pushing my daughter to work hard
independently. Social Studies has been her best subject
all year.

Pamela Brown

Tony Corden

Mr. Corden makes me strive for excellence and when I
receive an 'A', I know I've done an outstanding job!

Tyler Dubiel

Tracy Tishion

Thanks for all of the help you so graciously give to all of
us.

Anonymous
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